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This study is of the planning of a new facility to
house the Harvard Graduate School of Design.
As it presently stands, the facilities of the
Graduate School of Design are located in three separate
buildings, one of which is quite effectively removed from
the physical core of all student activity. Robinson and
Hunt Halls, although separated by a few hundred yards of
ice or snow, are within walking distance of one another.
The structural laboratory facilities at 888 Memorial Drive
are, however, so far away as to not be a real part of the
school.
The new Graduate School of Design will take in the
functions and activities of the present three separate
buildings and put them under one roof. In this way it is
hoped that architectural intercourse among the various de-
partments and years will be stimulated and expanded programs
in design experimentation may be possible.
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INTRODUCTION:
NEW TRENDS, NEW PROGRAMS
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In conjunction with the acquisition of a new
physical facility, the Harvard Graduate School of Design
is currently revising and upgrading its various academic
programs. These revisions consist of expansion of the
Masters in Architecture, Masters in Urban Design, and City
Planning programs, and the creation of new interdepartmen-
tal programs for research. Also, the Department of Archi-
tecture is searching for new ways of mixing graduate
students in the Masters program with the Bachelor of
Architecture students in such a way as to achieve a more
meaningful intercourse between the students of different
years and departments. In addition to these programatic
revisions there is a major computer laboratory on the way,
along with a more expanded program in building construc-
tion, technology, and structural laboratory facilities
and library. A more detailed description of these new
programs is found in the following pages.
At this point I would like to thank Dean William A.
Doebele, Jr., Professor of City and Regional Planning, Dean
for Development, Harvard Graduate School of Design, who
provided the author with most of the background information
necessary in preparation of this thesis. I would also like
to thank Mr. Harold L. Goyette, Planning Officer in the
Harvard University Planning Office, who provided me with
technical information, charts, and maps of the site.
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The following text has been coded from the special
publication of the Harvard Graduate School of Design, called
New Trends, New Programs, pp. 2-20, by Dean Jose Luis Sert,
Professor of Architecture, Dean of the Faculty of Design,
Member of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences; Professor
Benjamin Thompson, Professor of Architecture; and Dean
William A. Doebel, Jr.
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"I believe that every healthy human being
is capable of conceiving form. The problem seems to
me not at all one of existance of creative ability but
more of finding the key to release it . . .
"The teaching of a method of approach is
more important than the teaching of skills."
Walter Gropius
Scope of Total Architecture
p. 44
Collier Books
NEW TRENDS, NEW PROGRAMS
Harvard Graduate School of Design
Part One
New Programs
Dean Sert
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As of last May, the University is officially back-
ing the efforts of the faculty to raise funds, plans for a
better school, new and more complete teaching programs,
changes in existing curricula and a new physical plant. In
his last report, President Pusey stated:
We have immediately before us the long-standing
need of the Graduate School of Design for an
adequate home and for endowment income for support
of faculty and students to give this School
strength properly to perform its work at this
stage of its development. The world's population
continues to grow and move into cities. As a
result of this trend it is estimated, for
example, that in our own country, during the
years which remain in this century we shall re-
quire new construction equal in volume to all
that we have been able to achieve during the
previous more than 300 years of our history.
The world, whether it knows it or not, now re-
quires almost desperately the highly trained
individuals who must plan and design this new
building activity. In response to this need,
an effort to raise $11.6 million in new funds
to strengthen the Graduate School of Design is
now going forward under the leadership of
John Loeb of the College Class of 1924.
The changes being contemplated in the GSD will be greatly
influenced by the new trends in the professions represented
in the School. These trends will deeply affect the future
education and training of professionals of all three de-
partments: Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and City
and Regional Planning.
The Harvard faculty is now critically examining
the programs given at that School to see what can be done
to improve the GSD now that financial aid can make the
anticipated changes a reality.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS AT HARVARD:
A better and more comprehensive undergraduate
program related to the areas of study than now exist is
needed. This new program would comprise two groups of
studies: environmental studies and visual studies.
Environmental Studies Organized as Part of
General Education
The preprofessional studies of the environment and
the need to encourage such studies in high schools or
colleges are of immediate concern. At a recent meeting
with the GSD Visiting Committee, Dean Franklin Ford, Dean
of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, mentioned that the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences is now seriously considering
adopting a program of environmental studies as part of the
general education in Harvard and Radcliffe Colleges. This
would be a revolutionary change in undergraduate curriculum.
It means that the faculty may soon be addressing people who
will be much better informed about the problems that con-
cern architects, city planners, and landscape architects.
In the foreseeable future, architects will have under-
standing clients and a more understanding public.
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Visual Studies and Visual Communication
A new program will be organized to provide the
Architectural Sciences courses (name to be replaced by that
of Visual Studies) with the purpose and direction they now
lack. Both groups of courses would be related at some
points to make these visual studies more applicable and
meaningful. A director of visual studies was especially
needed to give clear objectives and guidance to the new
program. Professor Eduard Sekler, Professor of Architecture,
Director of the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, has
now been appointed. The importance of learning by seeing
has not been duly recognized. Visual illiteracy is evident
in our decaying environment. A strong program of Visual
Studies can be of great assistance in improving the physical
world around us. It appears now that a greatly strengthened
program for undergraduates will go into effect in
September 1967. This commitment by Harvard to the impor-
tance of visual education as an integral part of liberal
education is a significant step in the life of -the
University.
GRADUATE STUDIES:
The graduate program of environmental studies is
composed of four basic groups of courses dealing with:
Education on the nature of man, visual education, techno-
logy studies and implementation.
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1. Education on the nature of man -- his behaviour
as an individual and as a member of society -- anthropology,
behavioral sciences, urban sociology, guided by a neo-
humanistic approach, a faith in the continuous progressive
evolution of the human race which requires changes in our
environment that parallel such progress in other fields,
and the ever more demanding improvement of the human habitat.
This same group of courses should deal with the
ecological factors and the evaluation and conservation of
our natural inheritance. Making the most of what nature has
provided and designing so that the natural world and the
man-made world will come together happily and harmoniously
to complement each other. An entirely new approach is
called for in this sector. This group of courses should
deal with and explore the nature of man and his natural
habitat. They are the substance of the problem that must
be solved.
2. Visual education -- the understanding, appre-
ciation and knowledge of the physical world we live in. To
learn how to look and to see. To be aware of and sensi-
tive to forms, colors, textures and the spaces they shape
and define. To become aware of the relationships of these
elements and their changing values as they relate to time,
light, movement and growth. All these factors to be
studied beyond their abstract qualities as forms per se,
but as they affect us both materially and emotionally, to
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realize that designing is the act of shaping the things
around us not only to make them conform to our material
needs but to give them emotional meaning. In shaping our
environment harmony and beauty remain our highest goals and
aspirations. The pursuit of happiness is closely linked
to them. The satisfaction of our material needs is only
a first step leading to our higher aspirations.
This group of courses will deal with the nature of
vision, the training of the human eye, the analysis of
forms, the theory and history of art (as it relates to the
environment). In terms of architecture it should take the
comprehensive view of the environment rather than the
isolated building. A new approach to the teaching of his-
tory courses has been developed. Anonymous architecture,
that done by different peoples should also be studied as
it has never been to date. Many a good lesson and a
greater freedom in the use of form and composition can
result from such a study.
The workshops paralleling the theoretical courses
and seminars dealing with visual matters should take a
three-dimensional approach from the start -- designing
what we have previously "built" rather than starting by
developing a draft board technique which results in
limitations and distorted visualization. Mock-ups, film
strips, and models, visualizing movement through space
and color sequences under changing conditions of light
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should provide an initial and constantly improving capacity
to visualize in space. The understanding, organizing,
shaping, relating and proportioning of spaces is the main
objective of these courses.
3. Technological studies -- the courses grouped
under 1. and 2. will be the guide in what to do, but for
theory to meet reality it is necessary to investigate and
understand the technology -- architectural or building
technology and the urban technology that makes the best
use of the scientific advancements and revolutionary
changes of our times. They should be the tools to apply
to these well-defined objectives or goals.
This study of modern technology extended from spe-
cialization to coordinated generalization (the comprehensive
view) applied to the environment as a totality has never
been attempted. It is only by taking the generalist or
comprehensivist view that it will be possible to select
the more appropriate solutions to the many problems of
our environment. A building in its technology aspects
should not only be considered as a synthesis or assembly
of systems -- structural, mechanical, etc. -- but as part
of larger systems that extend to neighborhoods, cities,
and metropolitan regions since it is increasingly dependent
on their changes and growth. The courses in related
technologies developed in workshops, site visits and site
work will be aided by parallel research emphasizing under-
standing and learning by seeing -- research in design to
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complement written research and the development of a
research program involving the design and execution of
actual projects.
Implementation -- the knowledge of the means, legal
and financial, that allow work to be carried to completion
are part of this process of education and training. Broad
new views should be encouraged in schools by a better under-
standing not only of prevailing, accepted methods, but by
more imaginative and unusual assumptions that will allow us
to explore new roads that will lead to radically different
results. The "practical" approach based on the teaching of
accepted methods should be supplemented by the more specu-
lative exploration and research that is sometimes made
possible by a simple changing of premises.
Laws and financing methods are man-made systems, as
such they are changeable, not like those systems based on
the nature of man or the constant values of the visual
world.
The main courses of study given in Harvard fall
within these groups. Theeducation and training in these
groups of courses should be continuous beginning with the
elementary approach and working toward the increasingly com-
plex. The studios and workshops are the meeting places of
theory and practice of education, the training of head and
hand. Study-analysis, programming and visualizing precede
action; the first phase in studio work is objective,
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informative and selective -- it precedes creative (design)
programming and the three-dimensional development of the
project. The creative act runs through the programming to
the final designs; it is a continuous process.
There is a trend toward the lengthening of the
graduate studies. It is felt that in recent years studies
were shortened out of a spirit of competition between
schools. This is educationally wrong. Harvard's City
Planning has now adopted a three-year program. Urban
Design is considering moving from one to two years and the
Master in Architecture may be extended to two years also.
The timing and duration of all courses (as well as
the problems to be given) in the new programs should be
carefully considered. The faculty continues to give the
students more instruction and courses than they can pro-
fitably digest. For example, in three years of studies a
student in architecture, may be given problems ranging
from the correct placement of an opening in a wall to the
preliminary plans for a megastructure one mile long!
DESIGN PROGRAMMING:
A new approach to the programming of projects, pro-
gramming with a purpose or objective, will lead to a more
inventive selection and elaboration of such projects. The
new programs should emphasize the factors that offer the
greatest possibilities for contributing to a better way of
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life, while bringing forth design qualities that will
satisfy our emotive needs. Such creative programming goes
far beyond ordinary analysis into the area of visualization
of a creative synthesis that is lacking in programs as they
are known today. Programming, as such, is objective and
informative, and it is often limited to these aspects.
Design programming should carry us beyond the accumulation
of information to the careful selection of that informa-
tion directed to our main goals and by a parallel develop-
ment of the creative visualization process.
THE THREE DEPARTMENTS:
As we become increasingly concerned with the physical
environment as a totality, there is a trend to bring the
professional studies of architecture, landscape architecture
and city planning together. The departments in the GSD
have been too disconnected, the lack of funds, and the
inadequacies in the physical plant have made departmental
coordination very difficult. If the existing trend con-
tinued, it could develop into a "trioka" system that would
deprive the School of one of its greatest assets: the
fact that there are three departments under one roof. It
is necessary to develop an efficient interdepartmental
structure. When that is a reality, many contemplated im-
provements will be possible. The School will be able to
organize first-year introductory courses which will give
all the students at GSD a common start. The School should
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also improve the programming and timing of the collabora-
tive problems in which two or three departments participate.
Closer inderdepartmental collaboration will improve all
joint efforts.
NEW PROGRAMS FOR EACH DEPARTMENT:
The graduate study program of each department has
been reviewed by the Chairmen and their Councils. Many new
and challenging ideas have developed. These programs are
now being carefully studied.
ARCHITECTURE:
What is the GSD doing at graduate level, about pro-
fessional education in the various departments? First, in
Architecture, there has been a rethinking across the board.
The rigid framework of studios has been made more flexible
-- changing the faculty-student ratio to an ideal of one
to ten which is now being approached, using a more infor-
mal and effective form of crit. The jury system is being
reconsidered to make it more like a series of seminars than
the Spanish Inquisition it has in the past sometimes
resembled.
The School is also giving increased attention to
goals and objectives of problems, instead of becoming lost
in details.
Great emphasis is being put on what Professor Ben
Thompson has called "making it real" and the Department is
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now actively exploring means by which work-study programs
and internships in architectural offices and selected
public agencies can become as much a part of the training
as time in the out-patient clinic is for doctors. The world
around this ivory tower is unbelievably exciting, and the
students must be involved in it.
The faculty is planning an urban field station to
work on real problems in the field -- or perhaps a Com-
munity Development Service, like the Legal Aid Society in
which second and third-year law students give advice to
indigent clients -- the opportunities in slums and transi-
tional areas for this are, of course, enormous.
Structures Workshop
The faculty has already launched and is getting
major industry support for the Structures Workshop -- which
will soon become the Architectural Technology Workshop.
This is pioneering a totally new way of teaching Structures,
Materials and Mechanical Equipment, which within a few
years, will become the standard method for teaching these
subjects.
Design Workshop
It is also proposed to establish in the Department
of Architecture, but serving the whole School, a Design
Workshop in which students could explore light, color and
materials in real terms and at full scale, in a way now done
by large architectural offices but in few schools.
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The Design Workshop will experiment with forms and
their meaning, with color and texture and how they relate
to the shaping of spaces. Continuous work in this area
will increase in complexity from the first to the third
year.
Audio-Visual Laboratory
The Faculty of Design also plans the establishment
of an audio-visual laboratory, for students and faculty to
experiment with visual aids, such as: filmstrips, photo-
graphy, controlled television, etc., for the analysis of
space relationships as well as studies in forms, light,
color, sound, and movement. Such visual aids will enable
the students to learn by seeing, the teachers could make
less use of words and cut long lectures with the help of
organized visual sequences. It would enable students to
learn more in less time. These methods are developing in
practice. Today in architectural offices, architects do
what they never did before; they work with models from the
beginning; they make mock-ups, and take a small projector
with them to make presentations to clients. By degrees
images are becoming more eloquent and are replacing words
whenever possible.
Computer-Assisted Design
The faculty is simultaneously keeping in close
touch with the most advanced work in computer-assigned
I
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design -- of which Lincoln Labs in Lexington is one of the
most advanced centers, and next year the School will have
a coaxial cable to Harvard Computer Center giving "real-
time" computer access, with possibilities for rapid ex-
pansion in this area.
Program Coordinators
On the administrative side, the Department of
Architecture is also instituting a set of Program Coor-
dinators, which have been highly successful in the Depart-
ment of Landscape Architecture -- and which will permit
much more flexibility in arranging collaboration with the
other departments.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
In Landscape Architecture, the Department has al-
ready for several years been running on an effective quarter
system, with coordinators making a maximum effective use
of time.
Ecology Course
Recent innovations include a pre-registration
Ecology course at Harvard Forest -- a very successful
experiment in "making it real" for students before they
enter the School.
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Experimental Seminar
With Architecture and City Planning, Landscape
Architecture is also participating with the School of Edu-
cation in an experimental seminar on Educational Planning
and Facilities relating questions of educational policy
and physical environment, especially in problem areas.
Aerial-Photo Interpretation
Aerial-photo interpretation has been introduced, and
programs in landscape architecture research, computer
graphics, and problem-solving techniques are all underway.
The Landscape Architecture Program now puts major
weight on the emerging fields to which landscape architects
have been committed, such as Highway Location and Design
(also of great interest to the other two departments and
the Urban Design students); Campus Planning and Design;
and Regional Planning and Regional Design.
CITY PLANNING:
In City Planning, the major innovation has been the
reinstatement of the three-year Program, offering three
directions of professional specialization in Third Year:
Administration and Decision-making; Analytic Models; and
Urban Design (the last to be coordinated with the revised
Urban Design Program). The first two specializations will
also encourage closer links with Littauer School of Public
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Administration, the Department of Economics and the Law
School.
Social Planning
A course in Social Planning has been added, and it
is expected to rapidly become a major field, encouraging
contacts with the Department of Social Relations.
Computer Graphics
The Laboratory for Computer Graphics was put on a
firm footing with a $294,000 Ford Foundation grant and now
has seven professionals associated with it.
The Department is giving increased attention to
Urban Environment Service Systems and Financing of Muni-
cipal Services as capital investment has become a key tool
in planning -- and linked directly with architectural in-
terest in megastructures.
URBAN DESIGN:
Urban Design will shortly go to two years, and more
courses will be directly coordinated with all three De-
partments. The Master's Class may also be increased in
length.
Therefore, in each Department, major innovations
are underway, and some of them are setting the pace.
Workshops will receive directives from the Advanced
Environmental Studies Program (PAES). One of the tasks of
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the workshops will be to explore the technical means to
test new directives resulting from the advanced studies
programs; the advanced program is primarily concerned with
what to do, while the experimental workshops study how to
do it. This is a very important point in defining the
program. There is no doubt that the formation of profes-
sionals GSD is concerned with, requires not only training
on how to do things, but basic conceptual education that
will help define the goals and principles that guide the
work. This bridging between mind and hand will permit the
proper use of technical knowledge.
Dean Jose Luis Sert
NEW TRENDS, NEW PROGRAMS
Harvard Graduate School of Design
Part Two
Program for Advanced Environmental Studies
Professor Doebele, Jr.
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INTRODUCTION:
At the present time no school of architecture,
landscape architecture, or city and regional planning is
producing the kind of men who will be needed to lead the
great wave of urban development that is surely coming to
the United States, and for that matter to every country in
the world. At the present time, these positions, as they
begin to emerge, are being largely occupied by default,
principally by energetic people from the fields of law,
public administration and the social sciences.
Some school must accept the responsibility for
training the group that Toynbee calls the creative minority:
the critically few people in every society and every pro-
fession who lead -- who, in our field, are capable of be-
coming outstanding future Secretaries of Housing and Urban
Development; of heading a vast redevelopment program; of
advising the mayors of great cities; of supervising the
construction of a whole new town; of advising the President
on urban policy; of participating in the new National
Council on the Arts; and of playing key roles in the major
educational institutions.
What the country needs, in short, is a broad spec-
trum of well-educated professional men in each of the fields,
plus a group of designers or "environmentalists" to occupy
the central strategic positions from which the decisions
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that will profoundly affect the nature of our physical en-
vironment will be made.
The Graduate School of Design is now embarked on a
two-fold enterprise. Each of its departments is engaged in
a thorough re-examination of its curriculum and basic
objectives as a professional school. (In the Department
of City and Regional Planning this has already resulted
in a substantially revised three-year curriculum.) At
the same time, the School as a whole has conceptualized a
program, called the Program in Advanced Environmental
Studies, aimed at capitalizing on the interdisciplinary
opportunities that exist at the School, and the extra-
ordinary strength of Harvard University to build a unique
institutional setting for selected individuals to pursue
advanced studies.
The School has done this before with the Gropius
Master's Class, which took a few advanced students from
many schools and countries, and imbued them with a message
and a training unlike that available at any other univer-
sity at the time. The few but immensely important gra-
duates of the Master's Class in large part revitalized the
practice and teaching of architecture for a full generation.
In 1937, when Gropius came to Harvard, the problem
was the new industrial technology, a technology that was
threatening to make traditional architecture schools
obsolete. Today, the problem is the sheer rate of building
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itself, and the institutionalization of vast legal and
financial mechanisms to reshape the environment threaten
to make our professions irrelevant. Just as the last
generation had to come to grips with technical advances
and industrialization, so this generation must come to
grips with the new institutions for physical growth that
are changing our world today just as industrial revolution
changed it in the past.
SPECIFIC PURPOSES:
The specific needs to which PAES is intended to
respond are these:
1. To provide a core faculty (initially 4 profes-
sors) concerned with the problems common to all
of our professions.
2. To provide added strength and continuity to
collaborative problems in all stages of the de-
partmental programs.
3. To provide the possibility for interdepart-
mental advanced studies.
The third, and culminating, teaching responsibility
of the PAES professors will be in the supervision of ad-
vanced studies for persons who strongly desire training
but find the structure of studies in both the Ph.D. pro-
gram and Urban Design curriculum unsuited to their needs;
i.e., the PAES fellows. This work would probably take the
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form of interdepartmental seminars primarily designed for
the PAES fellows, and advanced students from any of the
School's programs, or from the rest of the University.
Under conditions as they exist today there is no
doubt that as the student advances in any of the profes-
sions taught at the GSD departmental lines become increas-
ingly less relevant. The GSD has not yet taken full ad-
vantage of the fact that it is administratively one school.
PAES would provide, for the first time, a vehicle by which
a broad range of subjects could be explored without regard
to departmental boundaries. It would provide resources in
both professorships and fellowships to undertake the kind
of studies long discussed by our professions, but never
fully realized.
The Urban Design program was the first step of the
GSD in this direction, and its present extraordinary popu-
larity is testimony to a need being felt by our professionals
all over the world for further interdisciplinary training.
Relation of PAES to Urban Design Program:
The UD program is currently undergoing complete
re-evaluation. Regardless of what form it may take as a
result, it will almost surely be conceived of as a fairly
formal curriculum leading to the granting of a degree.
PAES, by contrast, is a non-degree program permitting the
PAES fellows to select courses and research subjects of
greatest relevance to their individual needs, with few, if
4Professor William A. Doebele, Jr.
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any, formal requirements. It will resemble the very
successful Neiman Fellowships in Journalism, the equally
successful Advanced Management courses now operated by the
Business School, and perhaps most closely of all, the
fellowship program at the new Kennedy Institute for Public
Affairs at Harvard.
4. To provide greatly improved communication be-
tween the GSD and the rest of the Harvard faculty.
FPart Three
Department of Architecture
Professor Thompson, Chairman
This represents the thinking of Professor Benjamin Thompson
in consultation with some faculty members of the Depart-
ment of Architecture; it has not yet been voted as official
departmental policy.
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TOWARDS THE FUTURE -- AN IDEA:
The environment for an architectural education
might be much, much more fecund if there were more oppor-
tunities for students to become actively engaged in mean-
ingful projects with more professors, more professionals,
more activities -- simply a far, far greater number of
things happening.
Is this a real clue as to the direction the School
might take which would force a change of real significance?
Imagine Harvard deeply involved with the diverse things
happening in the educational life of a community and also
the professional and building activities in Boston and New
England. Add to this the comings and going of students,
professionals and teachers from other parts of the country
and the world. An architectural school should be the
center of architectural activities in its environment.
Furthermore, the School should really provide for the
professional.
It should be a continual forum where the activities
of architecture are discussed and debated. It should be
a place of experimentation where new ideas are tested in
a receptive atmosphere. It should be a place where the
unusual occurs because it exists within the environment
of the greatest free, private university in the world. It
should be a place where educational innovation is constantly
underway and where the great debates of our time affecting
r
~U
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architecture and the physical environment are fought
out.
Why should the GSD be the architectural innovation
center of the United States? First, this community has a
greater concentration of architectural quality than any
other place in the world. The concentration of diverse
scholars in this area adds a dimension that is not even
offered by New York. Second, it should be done because it
needs to be done and it hasn't yet been done. No school
has taken the role of leadership
ing the responsibility which the
school has faced the innovations
a step.
1. A greater variety of
School.
2. Creative involvement
be emphasized.
3. Experimentation with
in architecture by assum-
profession avoids. No
that are implied by such
activities within the
within the School should
new techniques in the
teaching of architecture.
4. Provision of facilities and programs for
resident architects, artists and scholars.
5. Development of a research program which
involves the design and execution of actual
projects.
6. Interdisciplinary seminars, collaborative
teaching ventures with professional offices,
and field study programs.
~E1~ -~
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7. Opportunity for student and professorial
exchanges with the University, the profession
and the community.
Why must this be thought of in such terms of change?
The reason is this: If today we stand in an era of "crisis,"
if the problem of building a human environment is so
enormous, if we desperately need more trained architects,
then a crash program must be invented for the education of
the architect -- the physical designer of our time. And
shouldn't the program adapt itself to the real needs of an
age of acceleration? Aside from quality of content, there
is also the matter of quantity of individual experiences.
There must be in every living organism rhythm of
tension and relaxation, a balance between activity and
genuine contemplation. The faculty could increase the
overall activity and animation of the School a great deal,
as long as they give the students commensurate opportunity
to reflect. The School must provide a working place for
this.
People today gravitate to the place where the
activity is -- where the facilities and the financial means
are -- but they also search for meaning, for identity and
truth. The new School should be much more vibrant, much
more active, much more student-professional oriented -- a
much more protean place than has been so far faced up to.
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It should also manifest its direction clearly and affirm
its convictions about architecture. This is the challenge
of today.
OPTIMUM UTILIZATION OF FACILITIES TO MEET THE CRISIS --
A PROPOSAL FOR INCREASING SCHOOL ENROLLMENT:
It has been proposed that the School adopt the
cooperative education system whereby at any time during
the school year and during the summer, half the student
body would be placed in offices, while the other half is
in residence. In this way the facilities of the School
would be available to double the number of students cur-
rently enrolled and would make possible the addition of
more faculty and consultants. At the same time a valuable
work experience and a means of financing part of their
studies would be provided for the students. Education
would take correspondingly longer but would be more
thorough.
THE ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN SCALE:
Environment is a precious thing; concerned with
natural and man-made surroundings, environment is handed
down from generation to generation. Sympathy for the
environment generates the desire to save, to restore,
leave unspoiled, to build upon what is already there.
Respect for growth and totality of environment is neces-
sary to the design process.
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Environment results from a variety of life happen-
ings, and central to the concept of these is the term
"human scale" -- how man as an individual relates to his
surroundings and what happens -- walking, talking, and
looking at things on his own human level. Concern for
human scale may become the great problem of our time, since
disregard for it affects institutionality, the enormity of
our cities, urbanization, megalopolis, population explosion,
and overbuilding. Human scale may be the least understood
fact of contemporary design and the most elusive to define.
It is the architectural result of what architects refer
to as humanistic. A humanistic approach in architecture
should produce a human scale. Yet, in the Space Age, pro-
jects of enormous magnitude are exploding all across the
earth's surface, resulting in over-scale, and they are not
by any means human. The beauties of our physical world
are being scraped away and the previous traditions of
architecture, and life as well, swept out the door. When
the human scale is destroyed, then all the vestiges of
what we call environment vanish as well.
The architect of today faces problems of tremen-
dous magnitude which must be handled with the greatest
discipline and control. He must study the environment in
order to envision the broad scope of his total responsi-
bility so that he can produce an architecture that will
form a sympathetic background for human society.
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ATTEMPT AT A DEFINITION OF THE ARCHITECT'S ROLE:
The new architect of our time will design for a
more complex world. Designing for the visual world as a
whole, he needs an understanding of many disciplines:
sociology, economics, psychology, history and government.
He needs an alliance with planners and landscape architects,
a knowledge of engineering, technological systems, new
materials and modern processes, and the procedures by
which he can combine and manage these. He is concerned
as a leader, as a collaborator in a team, with synthesis
giving form to architecture. The new architect is the
physical designer who must make the plan, design the
building, and ultimately build the city.
If an individual is to be produced who is capable
of dealing with twentieth century problems, the architect
must be provided an education that will combine all these
talents into one learning process.
CONSULTANTS:
The complexity of today's architecture makes the
use of specialists a necessity. The faculty of the De-
partment of Architecture must be supplemented with a
variety of consultants for the solving of advanced tech-
nical problems arising in the studio. These consultants
would provide a stimulus to the faculty as well as the
students -- through day-to-day studio contact and special
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seminars. And their association with the design studios
would help reduce the barriers between architect and
specialist.
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH:
The architect is increasingly aware of the need to
develop a broader understanding of the technologies, social
sciences and the visual arts. He must find new ways in
which knowledge of the disciplines may become directly
useful in the act of design. In the past architectural
research has concentrated on aspects of design like build-
ing technology, color, proportion and programming, etc.
Design objectives have relied upon architectural ideology
and contributed little to the formulation of rational pro-
cedures in the design process. As a result, the profes-
sion learns little from architectural successes or failures.
The goal of architectural research is twofold: To
increase understanding and hence control of the design
process itself, and to amplify this understanding in the
form of fresh solutions to significant architectural prob-
lems.
As architecture shifts emphasis from problems of
the isolated building to the art of city building, it is
now possible to develop under controlled conditions full-
scale experiments which will allow the testing of these
goals. Harvard, with its available expertise, and the
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GSD, with many years of experience in collaboration, are
in a unique position to assume creative leadership in
architectural research.
The Department of Architecture proposes a research
program with the following objectives:
1. Programs aimed at the design and implementation
of prototypical solutions to major urban problems
such as housing, mixed land uses and education.
Such programs might be integrated with govern-
mental and urban renewal projects, or funded by
independent means, private foundations and de-
velopment companies.
2. Design programs developing a greater under-
standing of social behavior, visual response,
programming and the building technologies. Studies
would include analysis of housing and living
patterns, the uses of modern techniques to assist
the design process and programming techniques
which relate directly to design. Each requires
interdisciplinary effort and involves other mem-
bers of the University and the profession.
With the resources currently available to the GSD,
these objectives will be difficult to attain. To imple-
ment a research program, the Department of Architecture
proposes a program director whose primary responsibility
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would be to determine how these programs could be imple-
mented, integrated into the curriculum and adequately funded
and staffed.
THE JURY SYSTEM -- A REASSESSMENT:
The jury is the time-honored system of review in
most architectural schools. It is not surprising that in
any modern reinvestigation of teaching methods the jury
system would be questioned. The student is required to
explain in minimum time a problem to which he has devoted
many months of critical attention. Jurors are often ex-
pected to understand a complex problem under limitations of
time and background material. The nature of a jury may
produce hostility and antagonisms that are not always
productive and creative, as well as heavy psychological
defenses on the part of a student.
Alternatives to juries have been tested in the
School. To find a more effective evaluation of student
work, it is proposed that students should meet in seminar
discussions with faculty members. They should have their
problems exposed to review panels or interested persons
from the community as well as from the School. Students
should work with architectural offices doing similar prob-
lems to exchange experiences and establish ties with real-
life situations. Specific faculty review committees should
be appointed to study problems of particular complexity.
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USES OF THE UNIVERSITY:
The architect synthesizes requirements of many
clients with different demands. He acts as a generalist
in a society that constantly creates specialists. The
architect must understand how the design process integrates
people and their ideas.
A department of architecture within the University
has the responsibility of introducing its students to the
other professions. It must do so by exposure to diverse
people whose discipline will provide new opportunity for
architectural action either by direct communication, by
analogy or by inference.
Cooperative seminars will be developed such as the
recently conducted "Educational Planning and Facilities
Seminar" with the School of Education. Additional programs
may be developed with the School of Business, School of
Law, School of Public Health and others, In addition,
social scientists, lawyers and engineers will be inte-
grated into the studios in order to induce advance problem-
solving techniques on a comprehensive basis.
SUMMER SCHOOL:
Under the sponsorship of the Harvard Summer School,
a program for summer studies is being offered by the
Graduate School of Design. The basic purposes of the
Summer School are: -
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1. To provide students with opportunities for study
in areas beyond the general scope of the regular
curriculum.
2. To allow departments to test courses and staff.
3. To provide the potential for students to accele-
rate, phase, or make up deficiencies in their
educational programs.
In addition to architectural design, the Summer
School of 1966 offered three courses in the technologies:
1. Statics and strengths of materials.
2. Theory of structural analysis and design
wood and steel.
3. Design analysis of framed structures.
It is expected that the Summer program will even-
tually include courses dealing with special topics in
design, such as prefabrication, color, climate, programming,
etc. Courses are available both to advanced students and
practicing professionals wishing to extend their knowledge
in particular areas.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM -- A SERVICE:
A community Development Service would be comparable
to the clinical training used by medical schools in the
teaching of doctors, to the legal aid programs of law schools
and to other types of professional internships.
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The Service would provide professional advice to
individuals, groups and neighborhood associations who wish
to improve their physical environment but lack knowledge
of how to do it.
The Service would make arrangements with development
authorities, foundations and agencies to investigate real
projects of urgent importance. The financing of such
projects must be carefully undertaken. The project must
be assigned to an appropriate studio for investigation and
coordination with the educational sequence.
The Community Development Service would operate as
a tie with the community. It would be concerned with
problems of social and professional importance. It would
develop programs of continuing public concern to archi-
tecture and environment. There are obviously many local,
state, or federal agencies and programs with which the
GSD could work.
FLEXIBILITY:
The curriculum, beyond offering to the student
courses which will provide him with the basic tools and
processes necessary for the practice of architecture,
should be flexible enough to include stimulus through
exposure to a variety of specialists, practicing artists,
the general wealth of the University and the invaluable
experience of daily work in an architectural office. Thus
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the faculty should be encouraged to integrate practice
with teaching whenever feasible, helping to free the
student from the isolation of academic surroundings by
exposing him to the reality of architecture as it is
practiced from day-to-day.
NEW TECHNIQUES FOR ACCELERATING EDUCATION:
As the amount of information necessary for decision-
making increases, computers can be used to make cost com-
parisons, to evaluate, etc.
Information retrieval and other mechanical techni-
ques will be used as the demand increases. So the practicing
architect will need new tools in order to serve his pro-
fession more effectively. It is evident that the new
techniques should be part of the architect-student's
training and should be used as naturally as slide rule and
T-square. Audio-visual aids, training models and programmed
instruction are proving their usefulness. A constant in-
quiry must be developed into the means of accelerating
professional practice in order to find new ways of con-
trolling complex design situations and accelerated build-
ing schedules.
CONTINUING EDUCATION:
Today both practicing architect and teacher are
conscious of the information explosion and the pressure
it creates for continuing education.
~U~-u1E
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It is proposed to institute a series of lectures,
seminars and tutorial programs for both teachers and prac-
ticing architects whereby they would be brought abreast of
the most recent and valuable architectural advances. The
presence of practicing architects, beyond the regular
critics, would provide wide stimulus to the students, as
these architects would be encouraged to integrate their
field experience with academic work, allowing the con-
tinuing education process to be an expansion of profes-
sional problems, rather than a professional disruption.
ARCHITECTURAL PLACEMENT --
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY AND OFFICES:
The architectural schools are producing far too
few graduates to meet future building demands. The fore-
casted capital investment in education, medicine and
government alone, indicates a tremendous professional
shortage in the building process. Architectural offices
already have more work than they can handle. As such,
they are too busy for creative inquiry and too preoccupied
with work for self-analysis.
Practicing architects need constant injections of
new thinking, new exposure to the issues students are
involved with. Pressing staff demands, as well, will lead
the offices into a relationship with the universities
similar to that presently existing in medical internship
and residency programs.
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The School of Design's intent is to create a posi-
tive working relationship with the professional offices.
It is apparent that over thirty offices, including key
contractors and imaginative developers throughout the
country, would be willing to hire students on a work-study
basis. Eventually members of these offices may also re-
turn to Harvard as part of a continuing education program.
Professor B. Thompson
THE SITE
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The site is a corner lot on Cambridge and Quincy
Streets. Location and site plans together with photo-
graphs of the present state of this piece of property
appear in the program. Although not directly located in
the Harvard Yard as is the present Graduate School of
Design, this particular site offers a central location
in the campus plan with graduate schools to the north and
undergraduate facilities to the south. Close proximity
to the Fogg Museum and the new undergraduate Carpenter
Visual Arts Center is maintained.
Consideration of existing buildings is important.
Memorial Hall, Dudley House, the Church of New Jerusalem,
and Yamasaki's William James are and will be the imme-
diate environment for the new Graduate School of Design.
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GENERAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Design Studios
Collective Work and
Experiment Studios
Library
Audio/Visual Facilities
Exhibition/Student Lounges
Auditorium/Classrooms
Administration & Departmental
Offices & Lounges
Total Net Area
H. 30% of Net Additional for
Circulation Space, Entry,
Toilets, Mechanical, Custodial
& Wall Thickness
Total Gross Area
32,335 sq. ft.
22,350
29,135
5, 400
9, 000
10, 200
15,692
124,112 sq. ft.
40,888
165,000 sq. ft.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
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DETAILED SPACE REQUIREMENTS
A. Design Studios
1. Architecture
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Thesis
M. Arch.
2 Wetwork Areas
80 sq.ft./student 50 stds.
90 40
90 40
90 30
90 30
150 sq.ft. each
sq.
4,000 ft.
3, 600
3,600
2, 700
2, 700
300
16, 900
2. Landscape Architecture
First Year 90
Second Year 90
1 Wetwork Area 150 sq. ft. each
3. Urban Design
First Year
Second Year
80
80
4. City/Regional
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Planning
85
85
85
30
25
2, 700
2, 250
150
5, 100
1, 600
1,600
3, 200
20
20
25
25
25
8
5. Advanced Studies & Special Projects
2 for 4 People 90
2, 125
2,125
2,125
6,375
380 ea.
760
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B. Collective Work & Experiment Studios
1. Visual Arts Studios
Painting/Drawing
Sculpture
2. Shops
Wood, Metal, Plastics
Photography
Paint Room
Plaster/Clay
Storage (total)
Technicians' Offices
3. Technical Laboratory
Structural/Mechanical
Classroom/Exhibition
Lounge/Seminar
Materials Laboratory
Models Studio
Computer Laboratory
Special Projects/Expansion
1,000 sq.ft.
1,000
2, 000
1, 500
600
200
300
3,000
250
5,850
5,000
1, 000
500
2,000
2,000
1, 500
2,500
14,500
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C. Library
Reading Spaces
Reading & Study Carrels
20 at 75 sq.ft. each
Lounge/Exhibit
Stacks (with expansion):
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
City Planning
Periodicals
Vertical Files
Visual Material, Maps,
Microfilms
Security Room
Card Catalogues & Indexes
Group Study Rooms
(4 for 6 people)
Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Catalogue Work Areas
(2 for 2 people)
D. Audio/Visual Facilities
Slide Library
Projection Area
Recording
4,000 sq.ft.
1, 500
800
14, 000
3, 000
2,500
900
100
1,000
560
200
175
400
29, 135
2,500
1,000
200
Workshop
Office
Storage/Expansion
E. Exhibition/Student Lounges
Exhibition Space
Jury Room/Valuable Exhibit
Student Lounge Areas
F. Auditorium/Classrooms
Auditorium (400 people)
2 classrooms (for 70 people) 1,370 ea.
1 classroom (for 60 people).
3 Seminar Rooms (for 25-35 people) 760
G. Administration
1. Dean's Office
Secretary/Waiting
2. Assistant Dean
3. Reception/Switchboard
4. Development Officer
5. Alumni Office (1 for 2 people)
6. Admissions & Scholarships
(1 for 2 people)
7. Publication (1 for 2 people)
8. Administrative Assistants
(1 for 2 people)
6, 000
1,500
1,500
9,000
4, 000
2,740
1,180
ea. 2,280
10, 200
350
250
320
280
200
240
230
210
290
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1, 000
200
500
5, 400
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Department Chairmen
9. Architecture
10. Landscape Architecture
11. Urban Design
12. City Planning
13. Advanced Studies
H. Departmental
1. Architecture
5 Professors (180 sq.ft. ea.)
4 Asso, Professors (150 sq.ft. ea.)
6 Asst. Professors,
Critics, Instructor
(3 for 2 people) (150 sq.ft. ea.)
2. City Planning
3 Professors (170 sq.ft. ea.)
3 Asso. Professors (150 sq.ft. ea.)
5 Visiting Critics, Asst.
Professors & Instructors
(3 for 2 people) (150 sq.ft. ea.)
3. Landscape Architecture
1 Professor (180 sq.ft. ea.)
2 Asso. Professors (150 sq.ft. ea.)
4 Visiting Critics, Asst.
Professors (2 for 2 people)
(150 sq.ft. ea.)
240
240
240
240
240
3,290
900
600
450
1, 950
510
450
450
1, 410
180
300
300
780
_______ -~ -~ -~ -~
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4. Urban Design
2 Professors
2 Asst. Professo
(170 sq.ft. ea.)
Instructors (1 for 2 people)
(150 sq.ft. ea.)
5. Advanced Studies
2 Professors (150 sq.ft. ea.)
6. Other Offices
Urban Studios Director
Architectural Sciences Director
Expansion
I. Graduate Student Offices
14 Architecture Students
(7 for 2 people) (136 sq.ft. ea.)
8 Landscape Architecture Stds.
(4 for 2 people) (136 sq.ft. ea.)
4 City Planning Stds. (2 for 2 people)
(136 sq.ft. ea.)
2 Urban Design Students
(1 for 2 people) (136 sq.ft. ea.),
26 Advanced Studies Students
(13 for 2 people) (136 sq.ft. ea.)
340
150
490
300
300
150
150
450
750
952
544
272
136
l,768
3, 672
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J. Secretarial Pool
Admissions Secretary
Department Secretaries
Architecture (1 for 6 people)
Landscape Architecture
(1 for 2 people)
City Planning (1 for 4 people)
Urban Design (1 for 2 people)
Advanced Studies (1 for 4 people)
K. Faculty Conference Room/Lounge
L. Staff Lounge
Total Net Area
M. 30% of Net Additional for
Circulation Space, Entry,
Toilets, Mechanical,
Custodial & Wall Thickness
Total Gross Area
100
520
180
360
180
360
1, 700
1,000
350
124,112 sq. ft.
40,888
165,000 sq.ft.
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
I "-- - - I I-
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Building Laws, Section 801 of the Cambridge
Building Code defines any building used as a school as a
Group C occupancy. This means Type 1 construction is
defined as fire proof in structure and all exterior walls,
roofs, and floors. Exterior walls must be of 4-hour fire-
resistive construction with all roofs and floors of 2-1/2
hours fire-resistive construction.
Mechanical considerations: Heating will be taken
from the central supply lines for Harvard University.
Cooling is required in the auditorium, the library, and
administration offices. Provision for future cooling of
the studios may be made since it is assumed that even-
tually the School will go on a full twelve month operating
schedule.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Graduate School of Design
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